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Launch your own Snowman rocket, follow the plans inside! 
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ZOG FORTY-THREE is the official newsletter of NARHAMS 
the National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro 
Modeling Section # 139  

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club in the 

United States  ! ! !  

ZOG- Forty-Three is dedicated to model rocketeers of all 
ages, abilities, and interest. We are committed to providing the 
most current, up-to date information on model and real world 
rocketry, and to provide educational material as well as 
entertaining information. ZOG FORTY-THREE is published 
monthly and is available to anyone on a subscription basis. 
Current rate is $15 U.S. Funds for 12 issues a year, payable to 
NARHAMS            

Material in ZOG Forty-Three is not copyrighted. Free and 
unlimited reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the 
author and/or ZOG Forty-Three.  

  For more information.....   

if you have any questions about ZOG Forty-Three or 
NARHAMS, or if you have any comment(s),  correspondence, 
free merchandise or if you’d like to submit an article, send 
them to : 

 ZOG Forty-Three      

 10340 Hickory Ridge Rd, Apt. 526 

 Columbia, Md. 21055     

 E-Mail    zog43editor@yahoo.com  

ZOG Forty-Three is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is a six-
time winner of the  NAR/LAC  “Rockwell” Trophy, 
recognized as the best NAR section newsletter.             

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991, & 1992 

Zog-43 staff typist is none other then Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. 
Secretary to the Stars !  

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except where noted. 
ZOG-43  
Is produced on a Compaq Evo PC with a Pentium 4 processor 
using Microsoft Word.  Masters are printed on a Canon 
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.  

This Edition: 45 copies  

NARHAMS ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB        
http://www.narhams.org 

Send and receive E-mail with other NARHAMS members 
through NARHAMS Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.   
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( NARHAMS OFFICERS )    
  

 KING ZOG (President) 

 Don Brown------------------410-781-7539 

 PRINCESS BUBBLES (Vice-President) 

 Jennifer Ash-Poole------- 410-674-6262 

COLLECTOR OF THE  

  ROYAL TAXES (Treasurer) 

 Ed Pearson --------------- 301-577-7775 

  KEEPER OF THE HOLY 

  WORDS ( Secretary ) 

 Chris Kidwell-------------- 571-434-7507 

 COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) 

 Khim Bittle   --------------- 301-293-2399    
           

 

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of Md., Washington 
DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a 
section of the National Association of Model Rocketry (NAR) 
and we are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in 
the United States, first established as a high school club in 
1963, changing our name to NARHAMS when chartered as a 
NAR section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only four time 
winner of the NAR “Section of the Year” award. 

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001  

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at 
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center on Soil Conservation 
Rd. in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to the public and 
are held every first and third Sundays of every month (weather 
permitting), starting at 1 PM. Sport Launches are usually held 
the second Saturday of every month at Middletown Recreation 
Park in Middletown Md. Check the web page for updates. 

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new members to our 
monthly meetings. They are held on the first Friday of the 
month from 7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport 
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial 50 
cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as a sign of good faith. 

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line via chat-room , 
simply go to the NARHAMS homepage and click on the link. 

 

Directions to College Park Airport: 
Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South. Make a right onto 
Paint Branch Parkway, then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. 

Scott Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the Operations 
building, the annex building is adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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    Ahhh, Fall is in the air! The beautiful changing of the 
leaves, cool temperatures, fresh apples, the smell of baking 
pumpkin pies, Homecoming dances, and……………THE 
YEARLY PLANNING MEETING!!!!!  Grrr, yuck, phooey!!! 
Yes folks, about as much fun as a double root canal, the 
planning meeting was held on October 26th. Stoked with 
bagels and fueled by strong coffee the stalwart group waded 
into the planning quagmire and emerged with a very good plan 
for 2003. Thanks for their efforts go to Jennifer Ash-Poole, 
Dr. Chris Kidwell, Kevin Johnson, Paul Miller, John McCoy, 
Mary McCoy, Chris Greco and Alan Williams for attending 
this important meeting, along with yours truly. Thanks also go 
to the club for their responses to the club survey. That 
information was used in the planning process. The details of 
the scheduled activities will follow in the newsletter. 
    Our outreach programs continue in a strong way. There are 
lots of opportunities for everyone to promote model rocketry, 
so jump on in and have some fun.  
   It is with heavy heart that we mark the passing of one of our 
club members, Joe Dudash.   The club was notified of Joe’s 
death by an executor of his estate during the membership 
survey process.  Joe was introduced to the NARHAMS club in 
August of 1999, and since that time had been a regular fixture 
at club meetings.  We don’t know many details regarding the 
circumstances of his passing, but we will miss Joe’s energy 
and personality greatly.    
    My message is rather short this month since the creative 
juices have been mostly squeezed out. But I want to take this 
opportunity to wish all of you and your families a very happy 
upcoming holiday season and good flying. 
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SPORT LAUNCH 
Middletown Park 

Non-Denominational Winter Solstice Theme 
10:00 am- 4:00 pm 

December 14th  
 

 
SPORT LAUNCH 

Middletown Park 
Fat Boy Theme- Rockets based on Fat Boys 

10:00 am- 4:00 pm 
February 8th  
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1) How many astronauts were originally selected by NASA 
for the Mercury Program? 
2) What color is the "sky" on Mars according to the Viking 
Lander Data? Blue, Pink, Yellow or Green? 
 

If you’re stumped, see the answers on page 8. 
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By Mark Petrovich, Sr 
Photos by James Duffy 

  There isn’t a day that’s gone by that I don’t think about this 
journey I’ve taken. Whether pulling into a fast food restaurant 
or stopping at a grocery store on my way home from work, I 
seem to find a link between where I’ve been and where I am 
now. It’s a contrast of what I have and what others don’t, a 
testimony of who we are in this country and what makes  
others different from us. This journey has taken me to a land 
on a map but it’s also taken me inside of myself and allowed 
me to realize who I have become; this journey was to the 14th 
World Spacemodeling Championships in Sazena, Czech 
Republic.  
   If you haven’t flown to Europe from the States, you must 
include it on your “things to do” list. It really doesn’t matter 
where you are going as long as you take the journey. The 
experience of flying into the night and waking up a few scant 
hours later to daylight is akin to being on a time machine. The 
disorientation is actually euphoric as nights seem to take so  
much away from our days. It’s the equivalent of having a 32 
versus a 24 hour day to work and play in.  
   The greater part of the US Spacemodeling team left Dulles 
Airport on October 11 at 9:45PM. We flew directly to 
Frankfurt, Germany and caught a flight to Prague in the Czech 
Republic. In Frankfurt, we met up with the remainder of  
the team, less Tom Campbell who ran into flight problems. 
We were transported by two vehicles to the Hotel Harmony in 
the heart of Prague, where we took up temporary residence. 
James Duffy, member of the S5 (scale altitude) team, and I 
shared a room on the fifth floor of the Harmony, a hotel with a 
nice view of the street and all of the pedestrian traffic. The  
architecture on the facades of the buildings was very ornate in 
contrast to what I am used to seeing back home. After a team 
discussion in the lobby, we set off to explore our new world.  

 
   We walked out of the hotel and went towards the left hoping 
to find something of interest. When we reached the 
intersection, we found that the crowds of people we saw were 
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basically heading towards the direction we had come from. A 
quick about face and we were on our way again towards the  
magnet that had them all attracted. About two blocks up the 
street, we headed down what would pass as an alleyway in the 
States and James saw a sign made in heaven, a hobby store. 
We went in, looked around a bit and I asked the clerk if he had 
any model rockets. Naturally, being foreign and speaking 
English, I used the usual slow speech and gestures to indicate  
rocket. He understood my gestures and he proceeded to pull 
two kits off the shelf to show me what he had in the inventory. 
An Estes Alpha would put both of them to shame. I left the 
store with a nine pack of Rapier motors, the single use 
successor to the Jetex re-loadable jet plane motor, and a pack  
of Rapier rocket motors, 16mm B2-5's, for about $0.50 each 
motor, US dollars. This was my first Czech transaction and it 
went fine since totals on a cash register are as universal as 
mathematics and numbers are easy to match between bills and 
LED signs. Besides, divide your total in crowns by 30 to get 
the US equivalent in dollars and you almost always feel like 
the price is reasonable.  
   We headed out on our original course and braved some light 
rain and breeze in the process looking for the sister store of the 
one we left that was supposedly a few streets away. After a 
while, we realized that we were probably not within walking 
distance to this second haven of the misplaced Spacemodeler. 
We ran into a store with a collection of fine items such as  
jewelry, glassware, pens, pottery, etc. I amused myself by 
converting prices from Czech crowns to US Dollars and 
realized that I should have brought more cash. The pens that I 
saw were of unusually high quality and elegant styling. They 
could be purchased for about $10.00 US. Back home the same 
instrument would cost $50.00 or more. They had my attention 
and I was ready to part with some of my crowns right there. I 
like to collect pens and have made some from exotic 
hardwoods for my own collection and for sale. Looking at 
these items though made me realize that restraint was 
required. Instead of shopping, we headed back towards the 
Harmony, stopping at a restaurant across the street for a soda 
and coffee. We finished our tonics and bade the restaurant 

goodbye, making our way back to the hotel to rest and prepare 
for dinner.  
   Dinner found the team walking two blocks up the street to a 
restaurant with an interior that was quite comfortable and gave 
no indication that flood water had ever affected their business. 
Our menus included English subtitles and some American-
style meals, such as steak. One could not go wrong with 

dinner costing around $8.00 for a well done steak with eggs 
and a Pivo (beer) to wash it down. It was very tasty. A before 
dinner aperitif was served which seemed, on first whiff, to be 
wax stripper, judging by its strong aroma. After finishing this 
embalming fluid, anything else that crossed the palate was 
exquisite. After dinner it was off to bed in preparation for the 
next day’s tour and then the drive to our final destination, the 
Hotel Sport in Kralupy.  
   The next morning we were treated to a fine breakfast 
courtesy of Hotel Harmony including eggs and sausage, 

yogurt, coffee, juices, etc. The tastes were exactly as I had 
hoped they would be, reminding me of being in Pennsylvania 
visiting my Grandmother, a woman of Polish descent who 
knew how to fill the stomach and satisfy the palate. We 
assembled the team and boarded the bus. We drove through 
the city right to the top of a mountain where Prague Castle 
awaited us. We had a three-hour tour ahead of us with  
narration by a Czech interpreter. He tried to teach us some 
Czech including how to give a count-down for our flights. But 
the important thing we learned was how to ask for was a beer, 
and two beers, and three, and I guess you get the picture. We 
had a pleasant tour, saw beautiful architecture and got a nice 
exercise in preparation for the long range recovery some of us  
would be doing in the next few days. We ate at U Flecku 
(hope I spelled that right), a historical restaurant with 
accommodations for over a thousand guests, and had a 
wonderful time bonding as a team of travelers instead of a  
team of competitors. We caught up with our bus and headed 
back to Hotel Harmony, packed up our belongings, models 
and precious cargo and connected with Tom. The whole US 
team was now prepared for the trip to the Hotel Sport and the 
reason that we had all arrived.  
   The Hotel Sport was our new home for the next couple of 
days and my first impression of it was that it was simply 
missing the hammer and sickle flag, flying with the collection 
of other international flags, from the rooftop. Our rooms were 
sparsely furnished with two beds, table, closet and a small  
table for the television. We moved in, arranged our beloved 
flying treasures and tried our best to relax. We had dinner in 
the contestant restaurant and enjoyed our first of many meals 
involving pork and chicken.  
   Sunday was our first exposure to the flying field in Sazena 
and some of us traveled by bus to make an inspection. The site 
is an operational grass airfield with expanses of open field all 
around that gave the impression that our models would easily 
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be seen by anyone tracking or timing them. On our arrival, the 
Chinese S4B team was launching their Flop-Pivot winged  
gliders into the cool, cloudy ceilings for some practice. Phil 
Barnes and George Gassaway, both of the S8E-P team (E 
motor Rocket Glider with Spot Landing Task) prepared 
models for test glides. Alex Bruccolleri, the junior competitor 
comprising our S8D team, unpacked his model for a test 
launch. Watching Phil fly his model, which he equipped with 
a throwing peg to get some muscle behind the launch, was 
again a pure joy.  
   I had watched him fly a discus-launch RC glider at Dave 
O’Bryan’s house, site of the East Coast Practice, in July. It 
was then that I concluded he descended from falcons. Again, 
on that field in the Czech Republic, his skills amazed me as he 
launched the model by hand then settled it into a gentle glide. 
After a few circles of the tape runway he laid out, he would  
attempt to land right on its centerline. But nothing beats when 
he would fly the model to himself, catch it behind the 
throwing peg and re-launch in a matter of a second or two to 
the utter delight of whatever crowd was around. Remarkable 
pilot! If his skills were any indication of what was ahead for 
the team then we might as well just take the trophies now and 
go home. But then they fly the contests for a reason, and fate 
would have a bag of tricks ready for the US team at the 14th 
World Spacemodeling Championships.  
   Monday, 14th October, 2002 was our official practice day. 
We were allowed to take our lanes as a Senior or Junior Team 
that we would occupy during the actual contest. The seniors 
were in lucky 13. Juniors flew from lane 23, just a few postal 
addresses up the block from us.  
   Practice day gave us a chance to release some tension and 
get aligned with the program. I flew an S3B model from my 
new tower and was able to shake-down that system. The new 
launcher circuit performed well and the model didn’t remain 
on the pad too long after the button was engaged. This flight 

was to test not only my 
ability to get the model 
to perform as needed 
but to check a de-
thermalizer, or DT, that 
had been devised for 
this event. S3B has a 
max time of 420 
seconds after which the 
timers will stop 
tracking the model and 
wait for the next team 
member to fly, or the 
next round to begin. If 
you are in any lift, the 
model will not only 
achieve the max but it 

will also continue on its way until the lift dissipates. The DT 
device was designed to disconnect the parachute shroud lines 
after that 7 minute max and let the body and parachute 
descend quickly as a single unit. Our electronics for this task 
were from the Czech Republic and weighed a little more than 
3 grams including the cells for power. The operator would 
simply pull a shunt from one end of the timer and launch the 
model. The timer would count down according to its 
calibration then release a surge of current into a set of contacts 
that we armed with a pyrotechnic device. In my case, the 

pyrotechnic was attached to the shock line leading to the  
parachute and a separate leash line was used to connect the 
peak of the canopy to the nosecone.  
   Not knowing if the model would find lift or not to keep it 
aloft for the 7 minute interval, the shunt was pulled and I 

started my timer 
without 
launching. I 
waited for 6-1/2 
minutes to expire 
before pressing 
the ignition 
switch and 
sending the 
model aloft. The 
parachute 
blossomed, a 
prerequisite for 
checking the DT 
circuit, and the 
model began to 
drift slowly 
downrange. An 
agonizing 30 
seconds passed 

and the model looked the same. After another twenty seconds, 
Andy saw a flash from the model indicating the pyrotechnic 
had been fired. But, the model continued to drift under full 
canopy. This was the first test of the DT, an operation that 
should have been performed in The States. Long range 
recovery, led by Tom, was able to retrieve the model and 
return it to the launch area. In the mean time, Chad launched 
an S3B model with a 40" diameter parachute to check if it 
would deploy after a 45 minute cold soak inside the model. I 
should mention that the temperatures for these test flying days 
was around 45 degrees, not the optimum for getting any 
material to open on command.  
His model boosted well, arced over and deployed a partial 
canopy. After two minutes of drifting, the full 40" canopy 
came open but it was determined to be too unreliable to use on 
contest day, scheduled for the afternoon of Wednesday, 
October 16.  
   Other modelers flew practice flights that day. Phil Barnes 
was busy with hand launches of his S8E/P model. George 
Gassaway power launched his S8E/P model for three 
consecutive test flights. The S8 team found themselves to  
have quite a dilemma related to frequencies. Their radios, used 
in the States at 72MHz, were subjected to severe interference 
flying at 35MHz in the Czech Republic. They had to move 
mountain and molehill to find an RC gear supplier in Prague 
and scavenge a new radio for all it’s worth. Where did they go 
to get this radio? The hobby store that James and I had found  
our first day in Prague. Because of the cost of a replacement 
transmitter, the three members of this team, Phil, George and 
David would have to use the same radio custom programmed 
for their models in their specific time slots of each round. 
They pulled together in a real show of teamwork; their  
situation was the example to match.  
   Monday evening, October 14th. Tomorrow I would fly my 
first ever World Spacemodeling Championships. I felt 
completely prepared at this critical moment as if I had waited 
all my life for it to arrive. My models were typical for the 
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floating head designs fielded by the team. The model is  
separated into two bodies that fly on the impulse of a single 
rocket motor.   The lower section, or Kinetic Body, is the un-
powered section that housed our pistons. It would fly with the 
model for some 15 to 20 feet then separate when internal 
pressure forced it to disengage from the upper section. The  
upper section, or aeroshell, was an elliptical fiberglass lay-up 
made on a custom aluminum mandrel. With a base diameter of 
18.25mm, and a dry weight of 3 to 4 grams off the mandrel, 
our aeroshells were the most streamlined shapes on the field. 
After adding carbon fiber panel fins, lead weight, centering 
rings, engine mount, tracking powder retaining clamshells and 
two 8' long streamers, the model weighed in at 10 grams. We 
expected about 700 meters from our models. Fate would give 
us otherwise. 
 
More photos of the 14th WSMC can be found at 
http://homepage.mac.com/jduffy/PhotoAlbum23.html 

 
…. Continued in next month’s ZOG-43 …. 
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By Jim Fackert 
   In 1950, Robert Heinlein went to Hollywood with the idea 
of making a film about a trip to the moon.    It was his goal to 
make a technically credible movie based on scientific fact and 
speculation.   Six years before 
Sputnik, he managed to pull a 
group together to make 
“Destination Moon”, a classic 
science fiction movie. 
   With screen writer Alford Von 
Ronkel, he generated a script 
which they showed around.  They 
finally met with fantasy film 
producer and special effects 
wizard George Pal, and they were 
on their way. 
   Pal shared their enthusiasm for 
making a scientifically plausible 
film about man’s future in space, 
and when they added noted space 
illustrator Chesley Bonestell (illustrator for Willey Ley’s  then  
recently published book “Conquest of Space” and Von 
Braun’s “Mission to Mars”)  to the team, they were well 
prepared to create and produce a movie worthy of their dream. 
   Their passion for plausibility and technical feasibility 
required extensive effort, including mounting a full sized set 
for the control room interior on gimbals to simulate 
weightlessness, and a sound stage  with props and a diorama 
accurately reproducing the Bonestell  painting of the landing 
site.  The similarity between the film scenes and the original 
painting is astonishing. 
   The space ship LUNA, designed by Art Director Ernst 
Fegte’ with input from Heinlein and Bonestell, is a sleek 
streamlined beauty, without the massive ungainliness of a 
multi-stage chemical rocket.  In the dawning of the nuclear 
age, it seemed natural to expect a nice compact nuclear rocket 
propulsion system to be just around the corner.  Other than 

this over-optimistic flaw, the technical details of the orbital 
dynamics, space walks, landing site, etc. are remarkably 
accurate by today’s standards.    We’re still waiting over fifty 
years later for the propulsion breakthrough that would make 
this type of ship possible! 
   In a prophetic statement foretelling the greatest impact of the 
real lunar landings, the fictitious adventurers report back to 

earth:  "Tell them how 
we looked up and saw 
the earth — 
vulnerable, exposed 
forever... in the lunar 
sky."   
   Sources for scale 
data in the Merriman 
drawing are unknown, 
but the Heinlein 
article states that the 
ship is 150 feet tall, 
and publicity shots 
and the technical 
illustrations in the PM 
article can be lofted to 

corroborate the scale.    I took measurements from the 
Merriman drawing and keyed them into Cadkey, checked for 
accuracy with other illustrations and added a few details, and 
scaled the drawing to suite Estes BT-55 tubing and Estes 
PNC-55AC nose cone.   This nose cone is a nearly perfect part 
for the LUNA nose cone and boat tail.  Fins can be fabricated 
of balsa or thin plywood, and the fin tip landing shock 
absorber pods could either be “2D” contours on the fin tips, or 
could be turned from balsa and glued to the tips.  Color is 
classic bright aluminum, with black landing pads. The Lunar 
Models resin cast kit is almost the exact scale of the PNC-
55AC based model rocket.   Is this coincidence?  (It comes 
complete with a lunar surface diorama and space suited crew.) 
 References: 
“Rocket to the Moon” by Thomas E. Stimson, Popular 
Mechanics, May 1950 
“Space Race” a look back at the 1950’s cold war Filmfax #21, 
July 1990   
“The Making of Destination Moon” by Robert Heinlein, 
Starlog #6, June 1977 
“Starlog Movie and Television Spaceships Photo Guidebook” 
“Space Modeling: Luna- the Kit”  Space Frontiers, Vol. 4 #4, 
Jul-Aug 1989, “scale” drawing by David Merriman, Jr.  
(review of the Lunar Models kit?  Not sure of data sources) 
TV Documentary on George Pal, on the Discovery or History 
Channel, 1997 
Lunar Models resin cast scale model, LUNA   (5713 
Willowbrook Dr., Rowlett, Tx 75088- last known address.) 
The Dream Machines by Ron Miller pg. 307-309 
“Chesley Bonestell- the Fine Art of Space Travel” by Ron 
Miller Filmax Outre’ magazine #10, #11, tbc in #12. 
Spaceship Handbook by Jack Haggerty and Jon Rogers, ARA 
Press  2001 
http://www.geocities.com/scifiart/DestinationMoon/moon1.htm 
http://www.starships.com/SF_Image93.HTML 
http://dvd.ign.com/articles/307/307047p1.html 
http://utenti.lycos.it/sci_fi/motmpixe.html 
http://rocketshipvideo.com/reviews/destinationmoon.html 
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   For those who would like to scale drawings of Luna to other 
scales, an Autocad  .dxf or Cadkey .prt file is available from 
the author. 
…. See next month’s ZOG-43 for Part 2: Building the LUNA …. 
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   The NAR Contest Board has released the first points list for 
the contest year.  With only one contest under our belt this 
year (SCST-2) NARHAMS is currently a close second to PSC 
in section points. 

Div Name NAR# Section Points WF 
A MattFiller 71947 139 2046 3 
A Katherine 

Humphrey 
81367 IND 804 3 

A Michael 
Humphrey 

75192 IND 708 3 

A Laureano 
Andrade 

79766 581 624 4 

A Robert 
Pijanowski 

81159 473 588 3 

A Zachary 
Schafer 

80750 473 498 3 

A Thaddeus 
Von Kiparski 

81208 606 297 3 

A Christopher 
Ha 

79497 139 255 3 

A Spencer 
Poulin 

79394 581 220 4 

A Alejandro 
Andrade 

79765 581 204 4 

A Zachary Ha 79498 139 162 3 
A Thomas 

Onellette 
74243 581 120 2 

A Oliver 
Narcisse 

81356 IND 56 2 

A Walt Haim 81475 473 48 3 
A Doug Haim 81476 473 45 3 
A Benjamin 

Title 
pending 205 32 1 

A Spencer 
Martin 

pending 581 16 2 

Div Name NAR# Section Points WF 
B David Tietz 65139 113 506 2 
B Scott 

McNeely 
79800 624 0 2 

Div Name NAR# Section Points WF 
C Mark Fisher 78298 624 1124 3 
C Steve 

Humphrey 
17888 IND 1080 3 

C Bill Harvey 76228 139 942 3 
C James 

Hartman 
22368 606 855 3 

C Leslie C. 
Kurz 

74240 581 840 4 

C Larry Rice 33323 113 780 3 
C Trip Barber 4322 205 743 4 
C Richard 

Freed 
24586 473 741 3 

C Dave Russell 71122 624 702 3 
C Zachary Lau 80361 581 684 4 

C Mark 
Hoffman 

78055 113 668 3 

C Ed Romani 79677 593 651 3 
C Ulf Jonsson 80231 581 640 2 
C Pat McCarthy 20148 342 408 2 
C Greg Bock 44161 205 407 4 
C David Lucas 28405 380 1  
C Rick Boyette 31375 481 360 2 
C Keith Dunlop 80936 481 320 2 
C Greg Smith 15881 527 318 1 
C Russ Mozier 80298 593 298 1 
C Tom Secrist 12463 113 264 3 
C Christopher 

Deem 
12308 527 250 1 

C Joseph 
Woodford 

81130 205 232 1 

C George 
Scheil 

77536 505 228 1 

C Wolfram Von 
Kiparski 

28643 606 222 3 

C Bruce Canino 39989 593 220 4 
C John Poulin 76006 581 216 2 
C Bob Szabo 64621 481 172 2 
C Art Treiman 34201 593 168 1 
C Jim Filler 27862 139 162 3 
C Thomas Ha 76754 139 162 3 
C Scott David 

Orr 
76322 113 144 2 

C Jay Calvert 71767 581 134 4 
C Joe Peters 81329 473 114 3 
C Albert Garcia 78360 473 102 3 
C Bob Koenn 19196 342 88 2 
C Edward Blair 80793 593 80 1 
C Jose M. 

Andrade Cora 
79764 IND 76 4 

C Brian DiBella 79783 581 64 2 
C Jeffrey Deem 16741 527 58 1 
C Jonathan 

Sivier 
56437 527 40 1 

C Rick Polzello 77912 IND 34 2 
C Larry Hardin 70474 581 16 2 
C James 

Speckman 
80275 113 16 2 

C Tom Mitchell 71817 593 8 1 
Div Name NAR# Section Points WF 
T The Flying I-

Beam Kids 
T-473 473 1896 3 

T The Krispy 
Kremers 

T-890 473 1140 3 

T Bumbling 
Brothers 
Flying Circus 

T-011 463 936 3 

T Calvin & 
Hobbs 

T-721 205 739 4 

T Mostly 
Harmless 

T-609 139 654 3 

T TM2J T-617 139 441 3 
T Two Marks 

AgainstYou 
T-134 139 138 3 

T Tappet 
Brothers 

T-069 IND 36 2 

Section State NAR # Points WF 
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PSC PA 473 5172 3 
NARHAMS MD 139 4962 3 
CATO CT 581 3578 4 
CSAR OH 113 2378 3 
NOVAAR VA 205 2153 4 
QUARK OH 624 1826 3 
SOJARS NJ 593 1425 4 
MTMA OH 606 1374 3 
HUVARS MI 463 936 3 
FSA FL 481 852 2 
CIA IL 527 666 1 
SRA FL 342 496 2 
KCAR MO 505 228 1 
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Dec 6 - Holiday party potluck, Raffle 
Dec 14 – Sport Launch, Non-Denominational Winter Solstice 
theme 
Jan 3- Monthly meeting, peanut sport scale talk 
Jan 11- Building session, Filler house. Igniter dipping,  
power tool sharing, MicroMaxx launch. 
Bring food and a chair. 
Jan 31 - Monthly meeting, competition roundtable 
Feb 8 - Sport launch, February Fat Boy theme 
Feb 15 -Online chat for Centennial of Flight 
Feb 28 - Monthly meeting, Baby Bertha building session 
Mar 8 –Katie-1 Section Meet (HQSM-37)
Mar 14 - Short meeting then building session, Hobbytown 
USA Frederick, MD 
Mar 22 Painting party, McCoy house Washington, DC 
Apr 4 Monthly meeting, 1/4A BG building session 
Apr 12 -OPOSSUM-7 Open Meet 
Apr 27 -Rockville Consortium of Sciences Rockville, MD 
May 2 -Monthly meeting, altitude prediction talk 
May 10 -Team America Flyoffs, Great Meadow  

The Plains, VA 
May 17-18- ECRM-30 Regional Meet 
Jun 6 -Monthly meeting, making decals 
Jun 14 -Sport launch 
Jun 14-15 -MARS-?? Regional Meet, Great Meadow 
The Plains, VA 
Jun 27 -Monthly meeting, UFO building session 
Jul 12 -Sport launch, UFO theme 
Jul 20 - Centennial of Flight launch 
Jul 26 -Short meeting then building session, Hobbytown USA 
Frederick, MD 
Aug 9 -Sport launch 
Aug 15 -Monthly meeting, elections, pirate building session 
Sep 13 -Sport/night launch, pirate theme 12:00 pm start
Sep 26 -Monthly meeting, electronics 
Sep 28 -AIAA launch Columbia, MD 
Oct 4-5 -SCST-3 Jonesburg, PA 
Oct 11 -Sport launch, Oktoberfest V-2 day, picnic launch 
Oct 17 -Short meeting then Skywriter building, Hobbytown 
USA Frederick, MD 
Oct 25 Planning meeting College Park Airport 
Nov 8 -Sport launch, writing implement theme 
Nov 14 -Monthly meeting, finishing techniques 
Nov 22 - Centennial of Flight display College Park Airport 
Museum 
Dec 5 -Monthly meeting, pot-luck holiday party 
Dec 13 -Sport launch  
 
   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-
4pm, waiver up to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 
grams of propellant.  All flights “E” power and above are 
restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and between the hours of 
noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch and waiver 
availability. 
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport 
Annex Building, except where noted above. Meetings begin at 
7:15pm with building sessions or presentations and last until 
9:00pm or so.  Regular Business meetings follow until 
10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is scheduled, 
please bring whatever project you are working on currently. 
   Questions?  Call Club President Don Brown at 410-781-
7539.Visit NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org 
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This plan can be scaled up using larger diameter Styrofoam balls and motor tubes for you non-MM flyers!  
Plan supplied by John McCoy 
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